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rachel brahinsky

The Death of the City?

Reports of San Francisco’s demise have been greatly exaggerated

Y ou may have heard that the wave of gentrification that’s crashing through San

Francisco these days has brought ‘‘the end of San Francisco.’’ You may have

heard that the cool city of fog and freaks is over and done with, run over by

Google buses filled with techies who have no sense of community or history. At the

risk of being very unpopular, I’m going to tell you this isn’t quite true. The ‘‘Google

bus,’’ which is what people in the Bay Area call the mass of private, tech commuter

buses that fill the rush-hour streets, is not essentially the problem. In fact, it may be the

seed of the solution.1
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The San Francisco Bay Area is undergoing a period of

rapid transformation. In many ways, we’ve seen this boom

before. Yet the unsettled atmosphere of the current

moment—in which the middle class fears eviction along-

side the most vulnerable—has refueled another familiar Bay

Area process in the fight against displacement. The San

Francisco you love exists because, as capitalism’s ‘‘creative

destruction’’ tears through the urban landscape, community

advocates fighting for what I call an ‘‘ethical city’’ try to

reshape that destruction2—and sometimes they win.

This latest wave of advocacy has been centered around

tech wealth and motivated by the great, white shuttle buses.

Defended as a way to keep the tech industry ‘‘green,’’ even as

it blocks public transit and weighs heavily on city streets, the

Google bus has become a metaphor for life in an age of

seemingly warp-speed urban change. Neither gentrification

nor real estate flipping—in which investors buy and resell

property for quick profit—were invented in San Francisco,

and neither of them are new. See New York’s SoHo and

Lower East Side in the 1980s and 1990s, and see cities

around the globe, which have produced enough variants

on the theme that academics have created an advanced tax-

onomy of gentrification.3 Even so, the rumble of urban

change has been deeply jarring on many levels, threatening

to transform what’s left of San Francisco’s beloved quirks

into what Rebecca Solnit has aptly termed an urban

‘‘monoculture.’’4

It’s true that, amid rising inequality, the regional culture

has become more predictable, more formula retail. Even its

offbeat places have aligned with similar districts in other

cities, the chain-store hipsterisms of Brooklyn’s Williams-

burg and many others. The monoculture matters not just

for the loss of the unexpected or the creative, but because it

rises alongside the forced displacement of people.

Bound with the homogenization of culture, tech wealth

has flushed through the real estate market, with harsh

impacts on small businesses and longtime renters. Though

the relative numbers of evictees are small in terms of the

greater population, the steep rise in residential evictions has

caused thousands of personal tragedies, and storefronts

have seemed to flip at an ever-faster pace. San Francisco’s

no-fault evictions, in which tenants have not broken rules or

laws, are rising, with Ellis Act evictions rising 175 percent in

the last year, according to the city’s rent board.5 (The state

Ellis Act allows evictions in cases where owners take

properties off the rental market.6) Meanwhile, the fallout

from the foreclosure crisis continues in the East Bay, draw-

ing capital investments that spill over the edges of the San

Francisco market.7

The effects are so widespread that, in a city where 65

percent are renters and where landlords are aggressively

using all measures to flip houses to take advantage of the

flow of tech wealth before the bubble bursts, it’s safe to say

that more than half the city feels insecure in its tenancy.8 In

many ways it feels like a moment of ‘‘one-percent’’ power;

Wall Street’s Gordon Gekko might be very happy in today’s

San Francisco. Each week, it seems, we hear about the

impending closure of yet another fixture on the urban land-

scape that will soon lose its place in the city, another hard-

fought mural that will soon be losing its face. Meanwhile,

the reports flow about realtors knocking on doors in places

like the Mission and Bayview Hunter’s Point, offering cash

buyouts for homes that are not for sale.

Even so, another quintessentially San Franciscan story is

emerging in the activist challenge to the Gekko-inspired

‘‘greed is good’’ mentality that is gripping The Valley.9

In early December 2013, the first tech-shuttle protests

burst into the news. At the time, critics challenged whether

protesters had chosen the right target by blocking buses of

workers who were simply trying to get to work. Yet by the

end of February, the issues that the protesters wanted to

push into the mainstream had traveled the globe through

dozens of high profile media reports. Locally, the concerns

from the streets morphed into a clear set of policy prescrip-

tions, from the resurrection of slain supervisor Harvey

Milk’s proposed antispeculation tax and other disincen-

tives to slow displacement, to the proposed creation of

a new city office that would be charged with aggressively

protecting tenants.

Suddenly, the once-sacrosanct Ellis Act, which is often

used to flip properties for profit, was on the table for reform

in Sacramento. Silicon Valley’s prominent financiers and

the politicians who are close to them are publicly supporting

this shift.10 Suddenly, after negotiating a ‘‘handshake agree-

ment’’ to use public bus stops for its private shuttle pro-

gram, Google Inc. was offering $6.8 million to support

a free public bus program for kids.11 Of course, for Google

this is a cheap externality. Still, by the time you read this,

there may be more stories like this, as the appeal against

Google’s use of public stops moves forward.
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It has been hard to see that real positive change is afoot

amidst the hyperventilation in the media and the cacophony

in blogs and comment sections about this war for San Fran-

cisco. Real lives are at stake as the private pain of evictees

has revealed the timidity of public policy when it comes to

addressing the needs of vulnerable communities. Rents and

home prices have peaked and then peaked again, each rise

bringing news of displacements. First, it was seniors on fixed

incomes and people dying of HIV/AIDS, and then it was

middle-class families, then teachers, and then came reports

of shuttered art galleries, evicted musicians, and so on.12

Sometimes it feels as if the tech-capital influence is

a force of nature barreling through the region in ways we

couldn’t have imagined. It can be easy to forget that we

didn’t have to imagine it. Many of us lived through this story

in the late 1990s and stories like it in the 1980s, and in the

years before.13 As chroniclers of the Bay Area’s ebb and flow

often point out, this is a region born of booms, so we have

lots of experience. If we were paying attention, we also saw

the counterpoint in, for example, the housing activists who

convinced Dianne Feinstein to install emergency rent con-

trol in 1978. Then, as now, a key ingredient helped fuel

significant policy changes: the middle and upper classes

now feel housing stress too.14

Although there is much to be mourned in the loss of

places and people that this boom has wrought, we cannot

miss that the response to it that has come over the recent

winter is also shaping the cultural-political-geographic land-

scape of the region. The rise of multipronged organizing,

where we’re seeing street protests bolstered by deep data

gathering and policy advocacy, has shifted the debate at

a moment when many people who love San Francisco for

its quirks and queerness—particularly those who cherish its

remaining anticorporate zeitgeist—thought it might be time

to give up.

One sign of this shift comes at the wonkish policy level,

among organizations like SPUR (formerly the San Fran-

cisco Planning and Urban Research Association), which has

classically insisted that simply opening the gates to all devel-

opment will solve our housing dilemmas. Most recently

SPUR began advocating for affordable housing policies that

sound increasingly like the proposals coming from street-

level tenant advocacy groups. It’s hard to imagine this new

vision emerging without the activist pressures that have

arisen in the recent crisis; it’s also hard to imagine that

vision becoming long-term policy without continued pres-

sure from below. 15

I can understand the urge to give up on San Francisco.

I lived in the city for fifteen years, spending more than

a decade in a tiny Twenty-sixth Street Mission District apart-

ment, covered in beautifully unruly fuchsia bougainvillea.

I loved the diversity, creativity, and engaged community

Ellis Act evictions (when a landlord can legally evict all tenants in

a building to get out of the rental business) first took off during the dot-

com boom of the late nineties. Between 1997 and the burst bubble in

2000 there were more than 900 such evictions.

COURTESY OF THE ANTI-EVICTION MAPPING PROJECT.

Through the years of the housing bubble, large numbers of

Ellis Act evictions continued. By the end of 2007, there

had been 2,905 of these evictions in San Francisco—

more than 300 in 2007 alone.

COURTESY OF THE ANTI-EVICTION MAPPING PROJECT.
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politics of the Mission. But when my landlady asked me to

move out in the summer of 2012, I was oddly comfortable

with the idea of leaving. ‘‘I want you to give the apartment

back to me,’’ she told me one day, hoping to avoid legalisms.

Eventually, I landed in Oakland, where, one by one, old

neighbors of mine from the Mission have been emerging,

living just down the street or one neighborhood away. They

too were pressed out by housing prices; some fought evic-

tions, others simply found it too difficult to stay in the city.

What urban pattern have we entered into, in our new

neighborhood? Of course, we did not ‘‘escape’’ gentrifica-

tion or the influence of the tech boom. Here in the Bushrod

neighborhood of north Oakland, we are once again in the

middle of it.

The Bushrod story is not the same as that of the Mission

District, and yet the two are intimately connected. Both

places were historically home to the working class, in ethnic

waves that reflected the shifting patterns of the region—

loosely, from Irish to Latino, in the case of the Mission, and

from white-ethnic working class to African American in the

case of north Oakland. The two neighborhoods have fates

that intertwine through racialized struggles with develop-

ment projects that tore holes through each of them in dif-

ferent ways. (Mission Street was gutted and then remade by

the presence of BART underneath it; residents of the Bush-

rod were divided from their West Oakland neighbors by the

installation of BART over what later became Martin Luther

King Jr. Boulevard).16 Most recently, over the last decade

while the multiethnic working class of the Mission District

faced dot-com fueled evictions, North Oakland faced a gut-

churning round of foreclosures that have hollowed out the

long-struggling neighborhood that once was a central place

for the Black Panther Party for Self Defense. Those that

remain negotiate a landscape increasingly dominated by

corporate property owners who leave a trail in the neighbor-

hood of fresh paint and newly coiffed front yards.17

Living in Oakland through bubble 2.0 brings an interest-

ing perspective. I am reminded daily that San Francisco is

not the center of the region that it dominates. It is perhaps

the crown jewel, but not the crown. The foundation of the

Bay Area—its workers, in fields as diverse as healthcare and

education and government and, yes, tech—spreads far

beyond the borders of St. Francis’s city. The regional con-

nections, through trans-bay transit, economics, culture,

and geography, are core to the identity of the Bay Area.

To understand the unsettling of San Francisco, we have

to widen our lens to include the experience of places like

the Bushrod and far beyond. In that light, it’s easier to see

that the trauma of displacement in San Francisco is

emblematic of the larger pattern of rising inequality, which

has finally become a more common part of our daily

national conversation.18

As urban displacement has risen, Silicon Valley’s heroes

have taken a beating in the media. Essential reporting in the

Evictions slowed down during the housing crisis, and in 2010 only 89

families lost their homes due to the Ellis Act. By the end of that year total

number of evictions going back to 1997 was 3,336.

COURTESY OF THE ANTI-EVICTION MAPPING PROJECT.

But the Ellis Act doesn’t tell the whole story. From 1997 to October 2013,

there were 11,766 no-fault evictions in San Francisco; 3,693 due to the

Ellis Act, 6,952 due to owner move-in, and 1,121 due to demolition.

COURTESY OF THE ANTI-EVICTION MAPPING PROJECT.
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last year has uncovered the raced and gendered exclusions

of the valley, and the value in outing its prominent citizens’

crass elitisms; such stories have ignited the anti-tech senti-

ment.19 But there is another story about Bay Area technol-

ogy that is also important to emphasize. It can be hard to see

in the ocean of information, but it’s there in our history.

In February a woman wearing a pair of Google Glass

glasses was attacked (poetically, in a bar called Molotov’s)

by people who reportedly hurled insults linking the woman

to the larger cultural shift underway: techies, they sug-

gested, are ruining the city. But what’s a techie? When

I moved to San Francisco in the late 1990s, I met a lot of

people who had been involved in tech for some time. Sure,

many young people flocked toward quick-money start-up

dreams and participated in an elaborate party culture that

viewed the city as its playground—and the aforementioned

real estate boom accompanied those dreams, hurling others

from their homes.20

But there were, and still are, programmers and web

developers who were part of the countercultural tendencies

of the region, and who saw technology as a force to harness

for the public. Many open-source and otherwise free tech-

nologies originated and continue to develop in the Bay Area,

bolstered by the cross-fertilization of Stanford and UC Ber-

keley.21 Hacker spaces dot the unofficial landscapes of San

Francisco and Oakland, nurturing support for WikiLeaks

and other countercultural (and counter-capital) uses of high

tech. The Bay Area is home to open-data advocates at the

Electronic Frontier Foundation, the Wikimedia Foundation,

Creative Commons, and the Internet Archive, which are

working to preserve rights and open access to information

in powerful ways.

Tech-hungry people in the region devote a tremendous

amount of time to running unpaid workshops on how to

play with code, make maps, and build new things at ‘‘meet-

ups.’’ Sure, many of those people are calculating that they’ll

PHOTOGRAPH BY REBECCA ROBINSON.
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create a partnership that will lead to Twitter-level success,

counting on ideas they gleaned from books such as The Lean

Startup. But like it or not, many of them will simply learn

from each other, for free.

It’s a history that links back to the days of the Whole

Earth Catalog and the high-tech lifestyle of the back-to-

the-land movement (which was key in the development

of off-grid solar and other technologies), with strong ties

to Northern California.22 In the San Francisco region,

perhaps even more than some other places, the term

‘‘techie’’ might equally describe someone who uses

open-source cartography to document the impact of the

tech boom on the housing stock, as it could describe

a tech developer whose sole interest is profit. There has

long been an uneasy techno-marriage between the free-

wheeling punk-burner-anticapitalist-queer-positive milieu

with the worlds of app-loving, angel-investor-seeking

Internet builders.

Yes, there are prominent tech managers spewing hatred

about the poor, there are tech firms dominated by ‘‘square’’

corporate culture, and there is a gathering wealth of evi-

dence showing how corporate tech culture is toxified by

Mad Men-style sexism, racism, and a new brand of ageism

(watch your back after age 30).23 Even so, there are a lot of

everyday people who identify with the Internet economy,

and who would work to halt the eviction crisis, if they only

knew how. Already the Internet Archive’s Brewster Kahle

has begun experimenting with financing new forms of

affordable housing for nonprofit workers, in conversation

with advocates for community land trusts, among others.24

The problem isn’t tech, but corporate tech.

This isn’t simply a semantic challenge; this is an impor-

tant distinction that could build alliances for anti-

displacement sympathizers. Just as in the 1980s when Pro-

cessed World encouraged an anticorporate ethos of workers

confined to cubicles, there are tech workers who hate cor-

porate tech culture and its ends. Seeing this as a point of

potential connection, some anti-eviction advocates have

started to shift their language to refer to ‘‘big tech,’’ while

others have been organizing collaborative events in the

region to create relationships across apparent boundaries.25

The idea is to use new connections to help pull newcomers

away from the urban frontier mentality that some realtors

encourage—willing new migrants to stop thinking of them-

selves as forging new life out of dead places.26 Such

connections might support systemic policy efforts to change

the course of the current wave.27

It is of course important to make a distinction between

a genuine anticorporate ethos and the corporations that

have co-opted that vibe for profit. Silicon Valley’s titans have

long claimed garage-culture success well into their middle-

aged global dominance.28 What I’m talking about is a real

reckoning of tech that sees tech workers, and small-tech,

and alternative tech as potential allies in a conversation

about real estate reform. Tech workers are, after all, work-

ers; they produce tremendous value for their employers.

Many of them are part of what has been rightfully dubbed

‘‘generation debt,’’ and doubtless spend a hefty chunk of

their tech checks paying off a slice of the nation’s trillion

dollars’ worth of college loans.29 Sure, many are riding their

financial luck with the exuberance of youth gone wild. These

are the ones that make for great magazine pieces, but the

focus on them hypes up the real divides between commu-

nities and amplifies the worst of the us-or-them corporate

tech culture.30

The bigger challenge for the region, though, isn’t about

a particular industry at all. Of course, we know about tech

firms’ search for global domination and the privacy ques-

tions that have emerged with news of their collaborations

with surveillance agencies. Tech is not innocent or entirely

neutral. The challenge is both larger and smaller than tech.

It is about the fallout, during each successive boom, of

a property system that prioritizes ownership over commu-

nity. What we’re seeing is a problem of property markets

and the consolidation of wealth through one rapidly expand-

ing industry; the problem is not simply ‘‘techies.’’ Taking

the long view, it is clear that today it’s tech capital, tomorrow

it may be something else—but the real estate challenge

never dies. The struggle to be a part of the San Francisco

region begins and ends with property and housing.

Gentrification unfolds unevenly in different epochs and

locales. There are layers and varying qualities of change.

Some use the term hyper-gentrification to describe the mode

of displacement and transformation we’re seeing in San

Francisco and New York these days; it appears to move at

historically rapid speeds.31 I call the San Francisco experi-

ence über-gentrification: it is gentrification marked by privat-

ization and loosening regulations, often disguised via the

‘‘the sharing economy,’’ in which unregulated services such

as the Über taxis connect people to willing drivers, filling
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gaps in our public transit services. Über-gentrification beck-

ons a conversion of the public realm away from the public.

That’s part of why the Google bus meme is so potent.

Whatever your opinion may be of the corporate tech shut-

tles, they reveal and exploit the flaws of our public systems,

such as transit, with a clarity that decades of urban politics

have not.

There are benefits to systems like Airbnb, which can

offer much more affordable means for traveling and visiting

places. But there are major problems as well: in the Bay Area

news reports have linked Ellis Act evictions to newly

spawned Airbnb sites, and no city has adequately addressed

the taxing structure of this semiformal hotel arrangement.

The upshot is that cities lose residential units from the

general housing stock and lose revenues that would come

with more formal hotel arrangements. What’s more, the

commodification of everyday life—and now even the com-

modification of sharing—comes at the cost of something

both material and spiritual: the idea and the functioning

of the public realm. It is in the public realm that we can

assert a politics of care for the city and for each other, a pol-

itics and an ethics of genuine sharing.

At some of the anti-eviction demonstrations in San Fran-

cisco, you’ll see a sign that reads ‘‘eviction¼ death,’’ echoing

the 1980s cry of ACT UP and others who painted ‘‘silence¼
death’’ on city sidewalks to force public recognition of HIV/

AIDS. As with the AIDS crisis, the anti-eviction protesters’

sentiment is not hyperbole. For seniors who depend on local

networks for food, medicine, and emotional support, and

for the terminally ill, eviction is a blunt-force instrument

that shortens lives and eviscerates communities.32

For those who don’t have a friend or a neighbor facing

eviction, however, the buses remain the most potent symbol

of the new era. When I ride the very humble AC Transit

buses in Oakland, the large, white tech-shuttle buses loom

over us, nearly twice as tall as many of the other vehicles on

the road. This is why—even though riders are probably

working or sleeping—it feels like they are supervising the

city from above. This sensation only feeds the rising anger

against the pervasiveness of corporate tech.

What is to be done? There is no lone policy shift that

will salve these corporate tech wounds. There are many

good solutions under debate now; with continued pres-

sure they may become law in the same way that rent

control moved from impossible to mainstream in 1978.

What I offer here is a partial prescription, a manifesto for

an ethical urbanism that could shift power away from

corporate tech and real estate capital and into the hands

of everyday people.

1. We need a guiding principle of an ethical urbanism that

values community engagement. Sick and old people

should not be evicted but should be cared for; property

ownership comes with responsibility. We all love the

hilltop views and the beautiful bridges, but it is the col-

lective kindnesses of the past that have made the region

great: people who fought to let others love freely, others

who risked their lives for livable wages, still others who

cared enough to join together in causes from preserving

parkland to marriage equality—and people who chal-

lenged forced displacement.

2. We need to stop talking about San Francisco and start

talking about the San Francisco Bay Region. This

means that Oakland is not just a place to flee to when

you give up on San Francisco. At the same time, the

region needs to be respected. Oakland is not a play-

ground, a new frontier, or a place of last resort; it is

a place with a history and a present. People in Oak-

land want economic investment and cleaner, safer

streets, but they want to be included in positive

changes that come. Regional policies toward commu-

nity development without displacement will be para-

mount in undoing the geographic and racialized

inequalities of the past. Among many possibilities,
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I’d like to see the institution of a real estate metric for

eviction-free housing. Although it’s not the ultimate

solution, a consumer-side metric like this would

highlight when the path to the American dream is

paved with the dislocation of other people’s lives.

3. We need a common language about gentrification that

doesn’t blame techies for the demographic and landscape

changes that make some of us heartsick and others

homeless. This is not to say that we should let people off

the hook for their impact on the region. But we need to

widen the lens and stop conflating style and happen-

stance with root causes. Evictions are carried out by

landlords, and increasingly by corporate landlords. There

are structural avenues for dealing with this: We can fur-

ther regulate property ownership, starting with the Ellis

Act reform conversations that have been opened up at the

state and local level. We can insist on all available emer-

gency measures—right now. We can push forward con-

versations about ideas like a tax on property speculation,

which came out of the well-attended San Francisco

tenants’ conventions this winter.33

4. What about density? Last summer the pro-growth

regime in the Bay Area called on the city to build its way

out of the housing crisis, demanding a high-density

quick-build solution.34 Density in some parts of the

region will be key. This has been long negotiated in many

public forums, but it matters hugely, and entirely, how it

is done. The biggest need is for a range of types of

affordable housing (from the lowest strata to middle-

income), with a focus on family housing rather than

studio living. This has been documented year after year

in city planning reports.35 Simply increasing the stock of

market-rate housing may well continue the push upward

in prices, until an economic crash (or an earthquake)

shakes things apart. Even then, this region doesn’t tend

to ‘‘lose value’’ the way other places do. An ethical

urbanism calls for development and density without dis-

placement, as a bottom line, or the San Francisco Bay

Area that you love will be long gone. This may be an

expensive and challenging proposition, but it can be

done, with very clear political will that insists that

Silicon Valley investors respond to the clamor of

rising dissent by supporting community-based

development.36

5. We need a reckoning with racism in the Bay Area, a prob-

lem that is deeply embedded, through capital investment,

in patterns on the land. As much as the current boom can

often look like a clash between class interests, it is also

a force that re-creates racial and geographic inequalities

in places like the Mission and north Oakland.37 Facing

and challenging the intertwining of racism and real

estate markets in the region must be a central part of any

ethical urban project.38

6. Oh, and we need more ‘‘open-source,’’ and we need more

maps. That is, we need to keep using the deep tech

knowledge of the region for knowledge-sharing and

public cartography, to continue to reveal the extent

and impact of corporate tech, evictions, foreclosures,

and the like. Two of the most powerful tools in the

eviction-transit struggle have been maps that brought

clarity to the chaos. First, a private firm sent people to

street corners all around San Francisco to document

the previously secret shuttle bus routes. The 2012

Stamen Design map opened up the conversation

about the tech buses and enabled dozens of other

analyses, about the links between the buses and

housing costs, and the overlap between private and

public bus routes, among other things.39 Later, the

Anti-Eviction Mapping Project stepped in where local

news reporters had not yet gone. The maps and

visualizations coming out of that project have gone

a long way toward building a common language and

understanding of the material conditions of the city.
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This is essential for any social movement or mean-

ingful policy discussion.

7. Finally, if you care about the region, and you mourn its

rapid transformation, you need to fight like hell for the

kind of city you want. Activism is historically a part of the

region, but it does not emerge automatically. The people

who have been out front challenging displacement—

dealing with the day-to-day pain of evictees pushed out of

their homes—are tired and need help.

Gentrification is capitalism playing out in the landscape.

It is essentially our economy’s urban form. Like the econ-

omy, gentrification will accelerate with competition, and it

can be moderated with regulation. Corporate tech, too, can

be shaped. The last few months have proven that possibility.

In these moments of economic boom we can most

clearly see the ways in which housing is treated as a com-

modity. You may think of your home as yours, but it largely

belongs to the bank. When the boom times come and we are

able to witness ‘‘serial evictions,’’ in which investors openly

seek to quickly buy and sell—‘‘flip’’—homes without con-

cern for the lives of tenants, then the crassness of urban

property markets is most clearly on display. It is even more

harsh in appearance when the victims of displacement are

old or sick. The message we send to them, when we allow

these evictions to move forward, is that their lives and our

community matter less to us than our faith in the power of

private property. Until we are willing to challenge this—

through a range of options, from raising support of com-

munity land trusts among other things—we will witness

these typhoons of displacement with each successive

boom.

The San Francisco region’s most potent dreams are

made of the kinds of struggles that refuse the sweeping

change brought by the economistic forces of urbanism.

What we witnessed in the winter of 2014 was a reawakening

of this side of ‘‘San Francisco,’’ a part of the city as mythic

and real as the Gold Rush. The ongoing cacophony of
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protests, corporate tech-activist happy hours, housing lec-

tures and forums, and the ballast of anti-eviction commit-

tees brought together by two months of tenant conventions

are all signs of this legacy regathering steam. What happens

next? B
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